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In 1981, Danh Lam was a child living in Saigon in South Vietnam. During that time the North Vietnamese occupied 
the South Vietnamese homes, and the South Vietnamese that remained weren’t allowed to work official jobs. They could 
only do odd jobs for individuals. So in January of that year Danh escaped with his father to the United States, going 
through Cambodia and into Thailand. He traveled by raft, riding on the sides of trucks, walking, and by bicycle. When in 
Cambodia, Danh and his father wore shoe polish on their faces to make their skin look darker to blend in better with the 
Cambodians. Still, Prince Sihanouk’s rebels captured him just before entering into Thailand. His father was not captured, 
but realized there was nothing he could do so he continued into Thailand and went to the Red Cross. After two weeks 
passed Danh was traded to the Red Cross in Thailand for food and supplies, where he was reunited with his father. They 
made it to the United States in November of 1981.  
 

When traveling through Cambodia close to the border, Danh and his father saw the Red Cross flag that was in 
Thailand. This is when Danh was captured and sent to a work camp while his father continued on. The Voice to Vision 
Team wanted to include a Red Cross flag in the piece. Danh's 5-year-old nephew, Benjamin, was excited about drawing 
the flag. His drawing represents the new generation in America continuing the legacy. 

 
The entire piece is divided into 4 sections, each representing different countries. From right to left the sections are: 

Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, and the United States. The imagery within each section represents experiences that Danh 
encountered in that place. We filled the table with miscellaneous knick-knacks and asked Danh to pick anything off the 
table that he felt meaningful. He chose a seashell because it reminded him of the water surrounding Vietnam. So on the 
piece there are two shells attached, one in the Vietnam section and one in the United States section.  
 

The piece also includes photographs of him and his dad escaping, including one of them at a refugee camp in 
Thailand and one of them in the United States upon their arrival. The maps in piece represent his journey escaping, the 
cut out sections representing different places that were significant points in his journey through Vietnam and Cambodia. 
 
	


